	Add constraints to the core
	nillable : applied to every elements
	pattern : applied to string and numerics
	length/minLength/maxLength : applied to string and numerics
	minExclusive, maxEclusive, minInclusive, maxInclusive : applied to numerics and dates
	enumeration : applied to all types except boolean (which is an enumeration)
	Add a way to get a CoreSession which would validate saved DocumentModel
For each (checked using unit tests) :
	Using Validation API, I can validate a DocumentModel and a DataModel
	Using Validation API, I can validate a Map<String, Object> by giving schema name (map key are field names)	
	Using Validation API, I can validate a Map<String, Object> (map key are schema names + ‘:’ + field names)
	Using Validation API, I can validate an Object by giving a field name
	Validation API should throw structured exception while validating wrong datas
	Core API should allow any component to get constraints description - example : { pattern : ”[a-zA-Z0-9_-”] }
	Migration mode : do nothing | remove if not compliant
Migration : add a way to get no compliant datas
NB : I really appreciate the way Jenkins migrate this kind of problematic datas (It shows invalid data and propose to remove them but kept them with a specific screen to manage that)

Before using the Validation API, we need to build it.
The validate method of the Constraint interface is supposed to be called by validate method of the TypeImpl.
We need to have a way that allows to have the validate method called automatically :
	doing a listener is an option
	I would prefer add some code inside abstractSession for create/save Document

=> I would validate the way the validation will work before going further.
nico: bullet “Add a way to get a CoreSession which would validate saved DocumentModel” moved to top
nico: After a first AbstractSession based implementation, I would provide a DataValidationService used by the AbstractSession and provided to other components (code design should be better)

Tiry : That’s indeed go to have a DocumentValidationService that is separated from the AbstractSession so that we can call it directly if needed.

	Add custom fields to the core
	Directory Entry fields : directory name (mandatory)
	Document fields : document type (default to Document), document ref type (id or path - default to Id)
	Principal fields : user|group|any (default to any)
For each (checked using unit tests) :
	Using Core API, I should be able to get complete type description
	Using Core API, I can associate a Directory Entry using it’s id
	Using Core APi, I can associate a Document using a Document or a Document Ref (id or path)
	Using Core API, I can associate Principal using a NuxeoPrincipal or a principal name
	Validation API should throw exception when Entry, Document or Principal doesn’t exists
	Validation API should throw exception when Entry, Document or Principal constraints are not respected
	Core API should not replace value by null value when entry, document or principal is removed (???)
I don’t think we want to enforce referential integrity : cost is probably too high
nico: I agree
Core API should not throw exception when an element is removed and it’s referenced in a mandatory field (???)
There should be no error on read : read removes the reference silently.
=> Write will put a null except if user enters a new value
nico: I agree
Core API should not throw exception when a directory entry became obsolete
=> Same behavior : Edit should remove the bad references
nico: I agree
Migration mode : do nothing | remove if not compliant
Migration : add a way to get no-compliant datas 


	REST API Custom types and validation
	For Directory Entry : return entry content (for example vocabulary content : id, label, obsolete, ordering)
	For Document : return the document (!!! be carreful with depth and circular references)
	For Principal : return the principal datas
	Ensure API Call (put) are validated (or could be using a parameter)
We must address things in the right order : 
 => be sure to fix validation before doing marshaling extensions.
 => Automatic Document Validation is something we must address from te beginning
bullet “Add a way to get a CoreSession which would validate saved DocumentModel” moved to top


	Automatic Document validation
	Ensure default nxp forms are validated (or not)
Form Validation is done at layout level : so this will only be possible when Widgets will be able to introspect the fields
	Ensure Studio generated forms are validated (or could be validated using a parameter)
	nico : ok, moved to “Studio: Widget” EPI

Form / Layout integration is a complete subject by itself, so I would separate the Data level validation from the form level validation

	Translation : 
	Add a way to customize translation for constraint violation exception :
	A generic translation for constraint violation (default)
	A custom translation for a constraint type (pattern, enumeration, …) => “does not match pattern .*@k[ret]^-A-Z*+$” is better than “has not been validated”
	A custom translation for a constraint applied to some schema field => “is not an email” is better than “does not match pattern .*@k[ret]^-A-Z*+$”
	A custom translation for a constraint applied to some schema field for a specific document type => “is not a valid email and will not allow to receive notification about new comments” could be better than “is not an email”
	Add a way to translate enumeration entries

	Studio : Widget
	Ensure default nxp forms are validated (or not)
	Ensure Studio generated forms are validated (or could be validated using a parameter)
	suggest adapted widgets depending on the custom type (ex: vocabulary explorer for a directory entry field)
	preconfigure input widgets to validate datas depending on constraints (nillable, length, interval, …)

	Add searchable metadata :
	Define a complete searchable grammar : not_searchable, searchable, startsWith, endsWith, case (in)sensitive, word tokens, path tokens, …
	Define a nice xml syntax to simply put that in xsd
	Using Core API, I can get searchable metadata
	Elasticsearch should use this syntax to generate mapping

	Generic metadata :
	Add a way to add generic metadata to doc type in doctype extension point
	Accessible through DocumentType.getMetadata(...)
	Will allow to add reusable nxql query (business oriented query) for example
	Add a way to add generic metadata to schema xsd definition
	Accessible through Schema.getMetadata(...)
	Will allow to store schema scoped business rules/information
	Add a way to add generic metadata to schema property xsd definition
	Accessible through Field.getMetadata(...)
	Will allow to add field scoped business rules/behaviour/…
	We also could add business managed validator to a field

	Search aggregation :
	Add to an indexed document some information referenced in their custom properties (directory entry value, other document content, nuxeo user firstname, …)

